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An essentially binormal operator on Hilbert space is an operator which is 
unitarily equivalent to a 2 X 2 matrix of essentially commuting, essentially normal 
operators. A natural invariant of essentially binormal operators up to unitary 
equivalence in the Calkin Algebra is the reducing essential 2 x 2 matricial 
spectrum. A nonempty compact subset X of the set of 2 X 2 matrices is called 
hypoconvex, if it is the reducing essential 2 x 2 matricial spectrum of an operator 
on Hilbert space. The set EN,(X) is then defined to be the set of all equivalence 
classes (up to unitary equivalence in the Calkin algebra) of essentially binormal 
operators whose reducing essential 2 x 2 matricial spectrum coincides with X. The 
aim of this paper is to prove a result that enables one to compute EN,(X) in terms 
of the topological structure of the space 2 of unitary orbits of X. Indeed, it is 
shown that for every hypoconvex subset X of the set of 2 x 2 matrices, there exists 
a natural homomorphism from Ext($ onto EN,(X). Also, a six term cyclic exact 
sequence is obtained, which produces a characterization of the kernel of the above- 
mentioned homomorphism. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove a classification theorem for essentially binormal 
operators, up to weak compalence. This classification is given in terms of 
extension theory as developed in [5, 71. 
In what follows X will denote a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space, L/(Z) will denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on 2, 
and the ideal of all compact operators on Z will be denoted by X(S). 
Also, rt will denote the canonical quotient map from U(R) onto the Calkin 
algebra 9(X) = LP(Z+)/X(R). 
Operators T and T’ in 9(R) will be called weakly compalent if there 
exists an essentially unitary WE .LP(q such that W*TW - T’ E X(Z). 
Also we say that an operator T in Y(Z) is [essentially] n-normal if there 
exists a unitary transformation u:A?-+cz@ cc” such that 
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U T U* [n(U T U*)] is an n X Iz matrix of commuting normal elements in 
Y(Z) [5?(Z)]. Examples of essentially n-normal operators are easy to 
come across; for instance n x n-matrices of Toeplitz operators with 
continuous symbol are essentially n-normal operators. 
The significance of the first invariant on which we base our classification 
theorem was already discussed in 1141. It can be defined as follows. Given 
an operator T in U(Z) let R,“(T) = {L E M,: there exists a unital *- 
homomorphism 4: rc(C*(Z’))+ M,, #(n(T)) = L}. As usual, h4, denotes the 
C*-algebra of all n x n-complex matrices, and C*(T) denotes the C*-algebra 
generated by T and 1,. A nonempty subset X of M, will be called 
hypoconvex (cf. ] 151) if there exists an operator T in L/(Z) such that 
x = R;(T). 
In [ 1.51 the following classifying structure for the class of essentially n- 
normal operators was introduced: Given a hypoconvex set X in M,, let 
EN,(X) be the set of all weak-compalence lasses [T] of essentially n-normal 
operators T in 9(/F) such that R,“(T) = X. In [ 171 it is shown that EN,(X) 
has a group structure with the abelian operation [T] + [r ] = [TO 7”]. The 
set of all n-normal operators S in Y(Z) such that R:(S) =X is contained in 
a unique compalence class, which is the neutral element for the above group. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove a result that enables one to 
compute EN,(X) in terms of the topological structure of the space of unitary 
orbits of X. The first step in this direction was made in [ 17, Theorem 3.81, 
where it was shown that there exists a homomorphism /3 whose domain is 
Ext(X) and whose range is naturally isomorphic to EN,(X). (See Section 2 
for the definition of this map /3). 
Given a hypoconvex set X in M, we denote by $ the quotient space of 
unitary orbits of X, and by p: X-t 2, the canonical quotient map. In [ 1 l] it 
was shown that for n = 2 (and only in this case) there exists a continuous 
section J: d-t X of the map p for every hypoconvex set X. Although the 
concrete form of this section J will not be relevant to the subsequent 
discussion, the mere existence of this section will play a fundamental role in 
the present paper. Indeed, we shall show that homomorphism /.I.!* :Ext(x) -+ 
Range@) is surjective and we shall give a topological characterization of its 
kernel. Partial results along these lines were already obtained in [ 121, Since 
range (/I) is naturally isomorphic to EN,(X), this result provides us with a 
tool for computing EN,(X). 
The proof that range ($ o J*) = range @) appears in Section 2, and makes 
use of a rather technical result from algebraic topology whose proof we defer 
until Section 3. In Section 2 we also obtain some results on the relationship 
between EN,(X) and certain other groups naturally attached to X. As a 
consequence of this discussion, we show that if T is any operator in Y’(oF) 
such that a direct sum of T with itself finitely many times is essentially 
binormal, then T itself is essentially binormal. 
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Section 4 is devoted to obtaining a six term cyclic exact sequence which 
enables us to identify ker@? oJ*). 
Section 5 consists of some applications of the machinery developed in the 
previous sections. In particular, we give an alternative presentation of an 
example of [ 13, Section 51 and, by a slight modification of this example, we 
are able to show that the Mayer-Vietoris sequence does not hold in genera1 
for EN,( + ). 
2. ON THE RANGE @?oJ.+) 
We refer the reader to [ 12, 14, 16, 171 for the basic definitions and results 
in the theory of essentially n-normal operators and to [ 1, 4-71 for the basic 
results in the theory of extensions of C*-algebras. For the reader’s 
convenience we recall some of the terminology. 
Given a (separable, unital) C*-algebra @ we shall denote by E(a) the set 
of all unital *-monomorphisms r: a -+ 3(Z). There is an equivalence 
relation on E(CSI) given by t - r’ if there exists an operator W in Y(Z) with 
n(w) unitary (i.e., W is essentially unitary) such that r(u) Z(W) = n(w) t(a) 
for every LI in a. The set of equivalence classes [t] of elements t in E(a) is 
denoted by Ext(@). This set is equipped with the abelian operation defined 
by [r] + [t’] = (50 t’]. If @ is a nuclear C*-algebra then Ext(GPI) is a group 
(cf. [ 1,8,20]). 
We shall be particularly interested in applying the results of the theory of 
C*-extensions to a C*-algebra canonically associated with a hypoconvex 
subset X of M,. Let x: X-P X be the identity function (when considering 
several hypoconvex sets, we shall frequently subscript x to avoid confusion), 
and we shall denote by c(X) the C*-algebra of C(X) @M,, generated by x 
and the constant function 1. The importance of this algebra arises from the 
fact that if T is an essentially n-normal operator with Rz(7J =X then T 
determines an element r in E(q(X)), via the equation r,k) = @‘). In fact, 
the correspondence [T] --$ [zr] is a group monomorphism from EN,(X) into 
Ext(q(x)). Following [15], the image of this monomorphism will be 
denoted by Exti(X). Alternatively [ 17, Remark 3.71, if 1: @“,(X) + C(X) @ M, 
denotes the canonical inclusion, then Ext:(X) is the image of the map 
f* : Ext(C(X) @ M,) -+ Ext(q(X)) we recall that the map 
6: Ext(X)(=Ext(C(X)) + Ext(C(X) @M,) defined by 6([r]) = [t 0 I,] is an 
isomorphism. 
The map /I: Ext(X) + Ext(q(X)) mentioned in the introduction is defined 
as /I = I* 0 6. Given a hypoconvex set X in M,, let J: f+ X be any 
continuous section of the canonical quotient map p: X+ d onto the space li?. 
Then J determines a homomorphism J* : Ext@) -P Ext(X) (cf. [5]). The main 
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goal of this section is to prove that range of the composition 
p 0 J* : Ext(x) + Ext(@:(X)) coincides with Ext:(X). 
We begin with some remarks about the algebra q(X) for a subset X of 
M,. The first observation is actually due to Brown in [3], where it was 
observed that the function [x,x*]’ = (JX* --x*x)’ is zero for normal 
matrices and attains strictly positive scalar values for all irreducible 
matrices. Furthermore, an easy calculation [ 12, Section 41 shows that two 
irreducible matrices, say A and B, are unitarily equivalent if and only if 
[A,A*]*A and [B,B*]*B are unitarily equivalent. Thus, if we let X, denote 
the set of normal matrices in X, then X, is a hypoconvex set, and [J, J*] * J is 
zero on xN and assumes values that are irreducible matrices that belong to 
distinct unitary equivalence classes for distinct points in 2\zN. By the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem for C*-algebras (not necessarily unital [lo]), the 
C*-algbra generated by [J, J*]*J consists of all matrix-valued functions 
which are zero on fN, which is an ideal Y of C*(J). Since C*(J) and Px(X) 
are *-isomorphic via the map which sends J to x we see that the (non-unital) 
C*-algebra generated by [x,x*1*x is the ideal 3 of all functions in q(X) 
which are zero on X,,,. Thus, the quotient of PI(X) by 3 is *-isomorphic to 
q(X,) via the map r which sends xx to xx,,, i.e., via restriction. 
We shall let X, denote the range of the function Ix*, x$]‘x~. Note that X, 
is a hypoconvex set and that the map j from c”,(X,) into c”,(X) defined by 
mapping xx,, to [xx7 xX*1*xX is a*-isomorphism of @i;(X,,) onto 3, where 3 
denotes the C*-algebra obtained by adjoining the unit of c*,(X) to 3. If we 
let i: X, + X denote the inclusion and let g : X+ X0 be defined by 
g = [x,, x,*1*x,, then the following diagram commutes, 
i* Ext(X,) - Ext(X) g’ W&J 
4.N 
I 
4 
I 
00 
I 
WC,*Kd 2 Ext(C;(X)) L Ext(C,*(X,,)), 
where p,, /?, and &, denote the homomorphisms previously defined that are 
onto Exti(X,,,), Ex$(X), and Ext:(X,), respectively. Furthermore, by the 
remarks of the previous paragraph and [4, Theorem 6.241, the bottom row is 
exact. Also, since g o i maps X, to the zero matrix by [ 7, Theorem 2.191, the 
top row is exact. 
We now define E gN -+ x to be the inclusion, and g’: z+ d, by 
g = p0 o g o J where pO: X, -+ To denotes the quotient map. Notice that g’ is 
onto and that g’ o ? maps xN to the unitary equivalence class of the zero 
matrix. Also, we let JN be the restriction of J to fN and we let Jo be the 
section of p,, defined by J,, =g o J 0 g-i. It is easy to check that the 
following diagram commutes and that each of the horizontal rows is exact. 
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3 Ext(&) - Ext (2) o* Ext&) 
JN. 1 J* I JO’ 1 i’ Ext(X,) - Ext(X) g’ WX,) (“> 
hv 
I 
D 
I 
40 
I 
WC,* V>> r’ Ext(C;(X)) i’ Ext(C,*(X,,)) 
In what follows we shall exploit some of the properties of the diagram (*). 
We will begin with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. The map /?,, 0 JO, is an isomorphism. 
Proof By the generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem [ 10, Theorem 3.41 
the C*-algebra generated by J,, consists of all matrix-valued functions on f0 
which vanish on the equivalence class of the zero matrix. If we consider the 
*-monomorphism k,: C,*(X,) + M,(zJ defined by k&) = J,, then by [7, 
Theorem 3.71 we have k,* is an isomorphism. If we let 6,: Ext(zJ + 
Ext(M,(z,J) be the isomorphism given by 6,( [7]) = [7 @ l,], then, /I,, 0 J,. = 
k,* o 6, and hence is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 2.2. The map p, 0 JN. is onto. 
ProofI Let Y be the spectrum of xX, and let y, be a fixed element of Y. 
We define h: Y -+ zN by h(y) =p,(Diag(g, y,)), where Diag(a, b) denotes 
the element of M, with entries a and b on the main diagonal and zeroes 
elsewhere. 
Let 8: C(Y) -+ C,*(X,,,) be the *-isomorphism defined by 19(z) = x. In order 
to prove that p, o JN* is onto it will suffice to prove that 8” 0 /I, o JNL is onto. 
To prove this we will show that 19* 0 p, o JN* 0 h, is the identity. 
To verify this last claim, let [z] E Ext( Y) and let f: Y -+ c\{O} be a 
continuous function. By [5, Theorem 10.51 it will be sufficient to prove 
that ind(r(f)) = ind(0* o /IN 0 JN+ o h,(s)(f)). However, we have that 
ind(8* o&oJ,* 0 h,(s)(f)) = ind(h,(t)@ l*df(J,))) = ind(rO 12(f(JN)o h)), 
where f(&) denotes the element of C*(J,) given by the functional calculus. 
We observe that for every y in Y, f(J,) 0 h(y) is unitarily equivalent to 
Diag(f(~hf(xd) and so det(f(J,) 0 h) =f(y,) . J: To calculate 
ind(r @ ltdf(JN) o h)), we shall show that ind(r @ 1 2(f(J,,,) 0 h)) = 
ind(r(det(f(J,) 0 h))) and hence that ind(r @ l,df(J,) 0 h)) = 
ind(U(xJ . f)) = ind(V)). 
We remark that it is not in general the case that for a matrix-valued 
function, A and an extension 7 that ind(r@ l,(A)) = ind(r(det(A))). Indeed, 
in [ 191 a 2 x 2 matrix-valued function A and an extension 7 are exhibited 
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such that ind(r @ l,(A)) # 0 while det(A) = 1. However, for the case in 
which we are interested, the function j(J,,,) o h is defined on the subset Y of 
the plane. 
If we consider the Iibration [2, Section 1 ] S’ -+ U(2) + U(2) + S3, where 
the map from S’ to U(2) is given by A -+ Diag@, 1), then we obtain an exact 
sequence of homotopy groups [21, p. 931, [Y, S’] -+ [Y, U(2)] + [Y, S3]. 
Since Y is a compact subset of the plane every map from Y into S3 is 
homotopic to a constant, and so every map A from Y into U(2) can be 
deformed into one of the form Diag(J; 1) where f: Y+ S’. Therefore, f is 
homotopic to det(A). Finally, since U(2) is a strong deformation retract of 
GL(2, C) we have that every invertible matrix-valued function A from Y into 
h4, is also homotopic to one of the form Diag(det A, 1) and since index is 
preserved by these homotopies the result follows. 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. The map /I 0 J* is onto the subgroup Exti(X). 
Proof. Let [a] be any element of Ext:(X)and let [r] be any element of 
Ext(X) such that /?([r]) = [cl. By Lemma 2.1 there is a [y] E Ext(zJ such 
that /3, o J,,,([y]) =/I,, o g*( [t]) = j*([o]). From the commutativity of the 
diagram (*) and Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that it will be sufficient o find 
[a] E Ext@) such that f*([a]) = [y]. 
The most likely candidate for [o] is p*( [ r]) where p: X-+ 2 is the quotient 
map. In fact, we claimithat 2g, 0 p*( [r]) = 2 [r]. Since the center of C,*(X,,) 
consists of all scalar-valued functions on X0 which are constant on unitary 
equivalence classes, in order to prove this last claim it will be sufficient to 
prove that /I, o JO, o g’* o p*([t]) and /I, o J,,([y]) are equivalent extensions 
when restricted to the center of CF(X,). But ,fIO 0 J,.)[y]) =/I0 o g*([y]) while 
p, o J,, o g, op.+([z]) =/I,, 0 g, 0 J, op,([s]) and so applied to the generator 
xx,, = [x,, x~]‘x, of C,*CK,> we have that PO 0 gdz)&,) = r 0 
Mkx~x~l*xx)~ while Po”g* oJ, ~~&)01x,) = r 0 ~,([JoP, (JoP)*I*JoP). 
Since the functions [xX, x,*]“x, and [J op, (Jop)*]* JO p are unitarily 
equivalent at each point of X and assume irreducible values at all points 
where they are nonzero, the two extensions p,, 0 g, 0 J* 0 p*(r) are not only 
equivalent when restricted to the center of C,*(x,), but actually coincide. 
Thus, we have that 2[y] is in the image of g*. 
To see that [y] itself is in the image of i*, we take advantage of the exact 
sequence [7, Theorem 2.19 ] 
Ext(&) -1;, Ext(f) % Ext(f,,) --% Ext(S(&)). 
If [y] were not in the image of i*, then since 2[y] is in the image of g’* by 
the exactness of the above sequence we would have that a([?]) is an element 
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of order two in Ext(S(TN)). In fact, as we prove in the following section, 
Ext(S(fN)) is a torsion-free group from which it follows that [r] is in the 
image of g*. This completes the proof of the theorem modulo the topological 
results of section 3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The following sequence is exact: 
Ext(2) ‘OJ* b Ext(C;(X)) a0c50+~‘0’* F Ext(S($,,)). 
Proof: A straightforward iagram chase. 
Remark 2.5. 
the 
Since /3 o J* maps onto Ex$(X), Corollary 2.4 implies that 
quotient of Ext(C,*(X)) by Exti(X) mJects into Ext(S2N). So, the 
obstruction to Ext:(X) being equal to Ext(C,*(X)) somehow “lies” in 
Ext(Sz,,,). In particular, the fact that Ext(SzN) is torsion free implies that 
this quotient is torsion free. Therefore, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If T is an operator in Y(Z) such that the dirct sum of 
T with itselffinitely many times is essentially binormal, then T itself is essen- 
tially binormal. 
Proof: By hypothesis, T@ 1, is essentially binormal for some n. 
Therefore, every irreducible representation of z(C*(T@ 1,)) is at most two 
dimensional and it follows that the same property holds for rr(C*(T)). Let 
X= R:(T). Just as in the proof of [ 17, Theorem 3.20) the operator T 
determines an extension r in E(C,*(X)) via z(T) = z(x). Since TO 1, is 
essentially binormal, it follows that n[r] E Ext!@) and, hence, from the 
remark preceeding this corollary, [t] E Ext@). This means T is essentially 
binormal. 
3. A TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF Ext(zN), Ext(S&) AND 
ker& 0 J,,,.) 
In this section, we shall prove that Ext(zN) and Ext(S&.) are each 
isomorphic to a projective limit of a sequence of finitely generated free 
abelian groups. This will imply that Ext(SzN) is torsion free and will 
complete the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
To do this, we first recall that, if Y is the spectrum of xX,, fN z Y x Y/- 
where (x, y) - (y, x). Throughout this section, if Y, is a subset of the 
complex plane, X, will denote y, x y,/-. Next, we construct a sequence 
( Yk) of compact subsets of the plane whose projective limit is Y and which 
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satisfy certain desirable technical properties. Then, we have the following 
exact sequences (cf. [9, p. 64, Eq. (0.3)]). 
0 + proj lim’(Ext(SX,) --f Ext(XN) --$ proj lim(Ext(X,)) + 0, 
0 -+ proj lim’(Ext(XJ) + Ext(SX,v) + proj lim(Ext(SX,)) --) 0. 
explicitly compute Ext(X,J and Ext(SX,) and show that they are finitely 
generated free groups. Finally, we show that the Yk were selected so that 
proj lim’(Ext(X,)) = proj lim’(Ext(SX,)) = 0. Therefore, 
Ext(SX,,,) are projective limits of free groups. 
Ext(x,,,) and 
Also, we use the constructions of this section to obtain a topological 
characterization of the kernel of the map /I, 0 JN* which was proved 
surjective in Lemma 2.2. 
For the remainder in this section, we shall use nX to denote the one-point 
union of IZ copies of a topological space X and n(X) to denote the disjoint 
union of n copies of X. S denotes the circle; SX denotes the unreduced 
suspension of X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If Y is any compact subset of the complex plane, there 
is a sequence ( Yk} of compact subsets of the plane such that: 
(1) Each Yk is homotopic to a finite cell complex, 
(2) nk”1 yk= K 
(3) Yk+l c Ykfor each k, 
(4) Ext( Yk + i) + Ext( Y,) is surjective for each k. 
Proof For each point y E Y construct a closed unit square with center at 
y. The interiors of these squares cover Y. Select a finite subcover. Let B, be 
the union of the closed squares corresponding to this finite subcover. If B, 
has been constructed, let Ak+ i be the lesser of l/k and half the distance 
between Y and the boundary of B,. As in the construction of B, , cover Y 
with squares Ak+, on a side and select a finite subcover. Let Bk+l be the 
union of the closed squares corresponding to this finite subcover. Let B, be a 
square whose interior contains B, . 
The B, satisfy all conditions of the proposition except 4. We shall induc- 
tively modify the B,. Let Y, = B,. Let A, be the set of components of 
R2 -B, and, if i < j, let gij: Ai-, Aj be the map induced by inclusion. In A,, 
we define d, = d, if there is a gkj such that gkj(dl) = gkj(d2), so 1: is an 
equivalence relation. Choose a representative from each equivalence class of 
A,, with the unbounded component as the representative of its equivalence 
class. Assume that a set of representatives has been chosen for A,. Let the 
representatives of A,, , be the images of the representatives of A, under 
gk,k+, together with any representative from each equivalence class which 
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does not intersect he image of gk++, . Let Y, be the union of B, and all 
components of R* -B, not selected as representatives, 
Condition (1) is still satisfied since only bounded components of R* -B, 
are adjoined to B,. (3) is satisfied by construction, since each component of 
I?* - B, is contained in a component of R* - Bk+, . To see that 
OF!, Yk = Y, let y, E R* - Y. Since Y is compact, y, is a positive distance 
from Y and, therefore, y,, @B, for some k. Hence, y,, must be in some 
component of R* - B, equivalent to a component of R* - Yk. There is a 
component of R* - Bj for some j into which they both embed. Since this 
component of R2 - Bj contains a component of R2 - Yk, it is a component 
of R* - Yj. Therefore, y, rf Yj. 
Condition (4) is satisfied, since, for any finite cell complex Y in the plane, 
Ext(Y) is a free group with one generator for each bounded component of 
R * - Y. Since, by construction, each bounded component of lR* .- Y, is 
contained in a bounded component of R* - Yk+ ,, Ext( Yk+ ,) + Ext(Y,) is 
onto. 
With small additional effort, the { Yk} could have been chosen so that aY, 
is a compact one-dimensional P-manifold. In any case, Y, has a finite 
number of components, each of which is homotopic to nS for some n. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that Y = nS and X = Y x Y/- where 
(x,y) - (y, x), Then, Ext(X) = Z” and Ext(SX) = Zn(“-‘)‘*. 
ProoJ We first give a simple cell decomposition of Y for the example 
case n = 3. View Y as three copies of the unit interval with all endpoints 
identified. Then, Y x Y is homeomorphic to nine tori identified as indicated 
in Fig. 1. After identifying diagonally opposite points, we have the represen- 
tation of X given Fig. 2. 
Since the hypotenuse of each of the diagonal triangles is unattached, each 
triangle can be retracted as a strong deformation retract onto its legs. Hence, 
X is homotopy equivalent to three tori attached along great circles as 
indicated in Fig. 2. In general, if Y = nS, X is homotopy equivalent to 
in(n - 1) tori each of which is attached to n - 2 of the others along each of 
its generating circles. 
Let A be a disjoint union of in(n - 1) closed disks, each of which lies 
entirely on one of the tori. Let B =X-A. Then, B is homotopic to nS, 
A n B is the disjoint union of in(n - 1) circles and A U B = X. By [ 7, 2.211, 
there is an exact Mayer-Vietoris hexagon, 
Ext(A n B) - Ext(A) @ Ext(B) - Ext(X) 
I I 
Ext(SX) - Ext(SA) @ Ext(SB) - Ext(S(AB)). 
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FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
In this case, we have 
~n(n-l)/2i*, O@Z" - Ext(X) 
I I 
ExtSX) -Zn(n-1)/2-IOO~~~n(n-1)/2-~ 
where S(A nB> is the union of a number of spheres all sharing a common 
north and south pole. SA is a similar union of the same number of closed 
balls ad Si embeds each sphere as the boundary of the corresponding ball. 
Therefore, Si* is an isomorphism. The map i wraps each circle of A fTB 
twice, once in each direction, around the generating circles of the torus in 
which it is embedded and hence, i* is the zero map. Finally, since the 
sequence is exact, Ext(X) ? Z” and Ext(SX) r Zn(n-‘y2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Z = nS x mS. Then, Ext(Z) = Z”+” and 
Ext(SZ) = Z”“. 
Proof: This is proved by a Mayer-Vietoris argument analogous to the 
proof of the preceeding proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Ext(X,) and Ext(SX,) are finitely generated free 
abelian groups. 
Proof Y, is homotopic to Uy=, n,S. Here, some of the ni may be zero 
and OS is a one point space. Therefore, X, is homotopic to 
(6 n,SXn,S/--)U ( u (tI,SXnjS)). 
i=l O<i<j<m 
Recall that Ext( . ) takes disjoint unions into direct sums and if X = A W B, 
then Ext(SX) = Ext(SA) 0 Ext(SB) 0 E. Combining these facts with the 
previous propositions, we have that Ext(X) = ZM and Ext(SX) = Zk, where 
M= 2: 1 ni + Co<i<j<m (ni + nj) and 
K= f jni(ni-1)+ 
i=I 
o<i~,cm tninj> + m - l. 
-. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For each k, the maps Ext(X,+ i)-+ Ext(X,) and 
Ext(SX,+ 1) -+ Ext(SX,) are surjective. 
Proof. By ]9, Theorem B], we have the following commutative diagrams 
which are exact in each row: 
’ - H,(Xk+ I) - Ext(Xk+ I> -H3(Xk+l)-o 
1 1 1 
O- H,(X,) - Ext(X,) - H3(Xk) -0 
0 - Ho(X, + I) - EXt(SX, + 1 >-H2(Xk+l)-o 
1 1 1 
0 - H,(X,) ---+ Ext(SX,) - H,(Xk) - o 
where H,(X) denotes the nth reduced Steenrod homology group (which 
coincides with the nth reduced singular homology group on finite cell com- 
plexes). 
It is sufficient to prove that the four homology maps are surjective. Since 
X k+ 1 and X, are homotopic to two dimensional cell complexes, H,(X,+ ,) 
and H3(Xk) are both zero, and the map 2%,(X,)+ Ext(X,) is a natural 
equivalence. Moreover, since H,( . ) merely counts components, Z-Z,(X, + i) 4 
H,(X,) is surjective. 
Since all homology groups of Yk and Y,,, are finitely generated free 
groups, we have, by the Kunneth formula [ 181: 
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o- [~,(Y,,,)i;i)~I(Yk.,)IO I~*(Yk+I)@~O(Yk+l)l 
1 
0 - [H&--/J n H,(Yk)] 0 IHI 0 H,(Y/oI 
-Hl(yk+, x Y,+J-0 
1 
- H,(Y/( x Y/J - 0 
By construction, H,(Y,+ ,)+ H,(Y,J and HO(Yk+,)+ H&Y,) are 
surjective. Therefore, H, ( Yk + I X Yk+,) + H,(Y,, X Y,) is surjective. 
For every k, we have the following commutative diagram, 
HI(yk+ 1 x Yk+,)-H,(Yk x Y/J 
1 1 
Hl(Xk, 1) - Hl(X!J 
Since the top map is surjective, the bottom map will be surjective whenever 
the map on the right is also. Recall that Yk is homotopic to ui=, NxniS 
where Nk is the number of components of Yk. Therefore, Yk x Y, has N: 
components and X, has Nk + $(Ni - N,J components. N, of the components 
of X, are the images of the Nk diagonal components of Yk x Yk and each of 
the others is the image of two components of Yk x Yk which are 
homeomorphic to it. Since the H,( . ) functor takes disjoint unions into 
direct sums, it is sufficient o show that each generator of the first homology 
group of each component of X, is the image of an element of H,(Y, X Y,J. 
This is true for each off diagonal component since, there, the identification 
map is a simple double covering. 
So, it is sufficient to check that the homology map induced by the iden- 
tification map restricted to each diagonal component is surjective. Because 
H,( . ) is naturally equivalent to Ext( . ) for the spaces in question, the 
arguments of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 show that H,(n,S x niS) and 
H,(n,S x n,s/-) are both generated by the attaching circles of their cell 
diagrams. Since each attaching circle in n,S x n,s/- is the image of two 
attaching circles in niS x n,S, H,(Y, x Y,)+ H,(XJ is surjective. 
Therefore, HI(Xk+,)-+ H,(X,) is surjective for each k. 
The proof that H,(X,+ ,) -+ H2(Xk) is surjective is quite similar. The 
Kunneth formula shows that H2( Y,, i x Y, + i) --t H2( Yk x Y,) is surjective. 
So, it is again sufficient to check H,(Y, x YJ + H2(Xk) is surjective. The 
only non-trivial cases are the diagonal components. To see that 
H,(n,S x niS) -+ H,(n,S x niS/-) is surjective, let A be the disjoint union 
of $ disks, one on each torus of njS x n,S and let A’ be the image of A in 
niS x n,,S/-. If B and B’ are the closures of the compliments of A and A’, a 
Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that H,(n,S x n,S) is naturally equivalent 
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to H,(A n B) and H,(n,S x niS/-) is naturally equivalent to H, (A’ n B’). 
Since each non-trivial component of A’ n B’ is the image of a component of 
A f’ B, the proof of the proposition is complete. 
THEOREM 3.6. Ext(zN) and Ext(SxN) are projective limits of finitely 
generated free abelian groups. 
Proof The Yk were constructed so that fN = proj lim(X,) and S,?,,, = 
proj lim(SX,). Therefore, by [9] there are exact sequences, 
0 -+ proj lim’(Ext(SX,)) + Ext(S2N) + proj lim(Ext(SX,)) -+ 0, 
and 
0 + proj lim’(Ext(SX,)) + Ext(z,v) + proj lim(Ext(X,J)-+ 0, 
where proj lim’(Ak) of a sequence of modules (Ak} and maps (fk} is the 
cokernel of the map 4: nEl -4, -+ nk”=, A, given by #((ad) = 
(ak -fk(ak+,)). If each fk is surjective, proj lim’(A,) = 0 and so by 
Proposition 3.5, the left-hand term of each of the above exact sequences is 
zero. Therefore, Ext(xN) and Ext(X?,,,) are projective limits of finitely 
generated free abelian groups. 
In Lemma 2.2 the map /I, 0 JN*: Ext(xN) + Ext(C,*(X,)) was proved 
surjective. This was done by first constructing a *-isomorphism 
0: C(Y) + CF(X,) and then defining a section h : Y-1 2,v such that h* is a 
right inverse for 0” 0 /IN o JN*. We can now give a topological charac- 
terization of ker(tY* 0 /3, o JN*). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If Y, the spectrum of xx,, is connected, then 
8* 0 rc3,o J,,,* : Ext(fN) + Ext(Y) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. First consider the case where Y is a finite cell complex. Then, Y is 
homotopic to a one point union of n circles. Define h: Y-+ z,,, by 
h(y) = p,(Diag( y,y,,)) ‘where y, is a fixed point of Y. Since Y is path- 
connected, all such h are homotopic and induce the same h*: Ext(Y) -+ 
Ext(xN). For convenience, assume y, is the point of intersection. Y x { y,} 
can be represented by all of the horizontal sides of the squares in a cell 
diagram such as Fig. 1. The image of this set of circles in Y X Y/N (=zN) is 
precisely the set of attaching circles of 2N. By the arguments of 
Proposition 3.2 and the natural equivalence of Ext( . ) and H,( . ) on two 
dimensional finite cell complexes, the circles can be shown to generate 
Ext(zN). Hence, h* takes a set of generators of Ext(Y) bijectively onto a set 
of generators of Ext(T~V). Since 8* 0 /3,0 JA,. 0 h* is the identity by 
Lemma 2.3, B* 0 /?, 0 JNS is an isomorphism. 
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For a general connected Y, construct Yk as in Proposition 3.1. Since 
0 o/I, o JN, is a natural map, we have, for each k, 
WX,, d - ExW,) 
(~*04~Jn.)x+, 
I 1 
(tJ’d+J,vJN’)~ 
WY,c+ J - EJwk) 
(*I 
Therefore, there is an induced map, 
F: proj lim(Ext(X,)) -+ proj lim(Ext( Y,J). 
Since each inducing map is an isomorphism, F is an isomorphism. Finally, 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we have 
0 - Ext(X,) - proj lim(Ext(X,)) ----+ 0 
f3’04pJr. 
I I 
F c**> 
0 - Ext(Y) - proj lim(Ext(Y,)) ---+ 0. 
If Y is not connected, ker(8* 0 p, 0 JN*) is not, in general, zero. In fact, if 
Y is a finite cell complex ker(8* 0 & o J,,,*) is isomorphic to Ext( . ) of the 
off-diagonal components f,,,, although the two are not equal. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Suppose Y = S, W S, the disjoint union of two circles. 
Then, Ext(Y) = Z 0 Z with generators W, and wz. T,v has two diagonal 
components, each of which is homeomorphic to a Mobius band and one off- 
diagonal component which is homeomorphic to a torus. Therefore, 
Ext(fN) = Z @ Z @ (E @ Z) and has generators z, and z2 from the two 
Mobius bands and z3 and z4 from the torus. 
If y, E S,, the image of Y x ( y,} in Y x Y/- is the disjoint union of two 
circles, one around a Mobius band and one a great circle on the torus. So, 
h*(w,) = zi and h*(w,) = zj, where h(y) = p,(Diag(y, y,)). If yb E S, the 
image of Y x { J$} in Y x Y/- is also the disjoint union of two circles, one 
on the other Mobius band and the other a great circle on the torus perpen- 
dicular to the first. Hence, h’,(w,) = z4 and &(w,) =zZ, where 
h’(y) = p,PWy, A)). e* 0 P, 0 JN* is a left inverse for both h* and h$. 
Therefore, ker(f3” 0 p,,, o J,,,,) which is also ker(JIN o J,,,‘) must be generated by 
z, -z4 and z2-z3. 
Every generator of Ext( . ) of the off-diagonal components has the same 
image as a generator of Ext( . ) of one of the diagonal components. So, 
ker(P, o JNs) must be isomorphic to Ext( . ) of the off-diagonal components 
x, and Ext(Y) is isomorphic to Ext( . ) of the off-diagonal components of 
f,, although p, o JNe does not implement this isomorphism. 
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It is possible, in general, to show by a similar argument hat if a(&,) is 
homotopic to a finite cell complex kerQ3, o JNL) is isomorphic but not equal 
to Ext( . ) of the off-diagonal components of X,. 
We have the following general statement. 
COROLLARY 3.9. If o(yX,) is homotopic to a finite cell complex, 
ker@, o JN,) is isomorphic to Ext( . ) of the off-diagonal components of -?,,,. 
If a(~~,) is a general compact subset of the plane, 
kerQ3, o JN*) = proj lim(ker(8* o /3, o JN*)k)), 
where (t9* 0 /I,,, o JN*)k are as defined in diagram (*) of the proof of 
Proposition 3.7. 
Proo$ The only new statement is the last one about the projective limit. 
To see this, write 0(xX,) as a projective limit of finite cell complexes Yk as in 
Proposition 3.1, and use diagrams (*) and (**) from the proof of 
Proposition 3.7. 
4. THE KERNEL OF j3 o J* 
In this section we examine the kernel and cokernel of the map /3 0 J* of 
Section 2. To make the proofs of this section more transparent it will be 
convenient o view our maps in terms of C*-algebras. To this end, we let 
k,: C,*(X,> + &(&I, 
k: C,*(X) -+ M,(f) and k,: C,*C&> -, M,WcJ 
denote the *-monomorphisms defined by k,olx,) = JN, kkX) = J, and 
k,Olx,) = JO. With the above definitions, we have that /? o J* = k* o 6, 
p, o JN* = kz o 6,, and /3,, o JO, = k,* 0 6,, where 6: Ext(m + Ext(M,(x)) is 
the isomorphism given by 6( [r]) = [t @ l,] and 6, and 6, are defined 
similarly. Recall that if we let 3 G C:(X,,) denote the ideal of functions 
which vanish at the 0 matrix, then J’ is the (not necessarily unital) C*- 
algebra generated by xX, and k, restricted to 3 is a *-isomorphism onto the 
ideal X of all functions in M,(&) which vanish at the unitary equivalence 
class of the 0 matrix. 
Thus, we have the following commutative diagram, 
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where j, r are induced by inclusion and restriction, respectively, and i” and 
S* are induced by the continuous functions Tand g defined in Section 2. 
Since both of the horizontal rows are of the form quotient-algebra-ideal, 
by virtue of [4, Theorem 6.241 and [4, Remark 6.261 we have the following 
commutative diagram with the inner and outer rectangles exact, 
Ext(M,(&)) ‘* + Ext(M,(z)) ‘* + Ext(3’) 
T \ k; 
wqX,N I’ Ext(C,*(X)) L Ext(Y-) 
S(a) Scao 
I I 
al 
Ext(S(X)) = Ext(g(C,*(X))) .wi)’ Ext(@,*(X,))) 
/ 
SC k,,) * 
T 
S(k)* SC k.t,J * 
\ 
In this diagram and in what follows, ,!% denotes the reduced suspension of a 
topological space X. If X is a pointed topological space with base point *, 
sx=xx [O, l]/XX {O, 1)U {*) x [O, 11. 
However, the spaces with which we will deal are, in general, locally compact 
spaces without a distinguished point. We solve this problem by taking the 
one-point compactification of X with the point at infinity as the base point. If 
X were already compact, this would merely add a disjoint point to X and 3-X 
would be homotopic to the unreduced suspension of this set. 
The corresponding notions of the suspension and reduced suspension of 
C*-algebras are the following ([4], Section 6): S(a) = {J [0, l] + U If(O) 
and f(1) are (not necessarily the same) scalar multiples of the identity.}. 
??(a) is the ideal of s(a) consisting of those functions which vanish at 0 and 
1. 
The following theorem summarizes some of the pertinent information 
contained in the above diagram. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let all maps and algebras be defined as above. Then the 
following sequence is exact, 
ker(kz) 7, + EWf,W)) k’ Ext(C;(X)) 
S(8b~(ko)*-10%j)* T I a&;-‘oj* 
Ext($(C,*(X)))c “‘)* Ext($(M,(g)) ( sci’0 ker(S(k,)*) 
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ProoJ Since k, is a *-isomorphism between the ideals 7 and y, the 
maps k,* and ,!?(k,)* will be group isomorphisms. By Lemma 2.2, the map k,* 
is onto. In addition, the map g(k,,,)* is onto. 
To see this, one observes that C,*(X,) is *-isomorphic to C(Y), where Y is 
the spectrum of xX,*. Thus, g(C!J(X,,,)) is *-isomorphic to C(s(Y)). Let $I 
denote this isomorphism. To prove that S(k,)* is onto it is sufficient to 
prove that #* 0 f?(k,)* o I* is onto, where 1 denotes the inclusion of 
g(A4,(2A,)) into MZ($(2N)). Let g(h): g(Y) + g(xN) be defined by 
S(h)(y, t) = (h(y, t), that is, g(h) is the reduced suspension of the map h 
defined in Lemma 2.2, namely h(y) = p,(Diag(y, y,,)). We claim that $* 0 
g(kN)* o I* o g(h)* is the identity on Ext(g(y)). Indeed, since s(Y) can be 
embedded in IR3 and since [6] the index map y: Ext( e )- Hom(n’( . ), Z) is 
an isomorphism for compact subsets of IR3, the proof of Lemma 2.2 carries 
over mutatis mutandis to verify the above claim. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 now follows from some elementary diagram 
chasing, applying the properties of the diagram mentioned above. 
Recall that for any separable, compact Hausdorff space W, the inclusion 
of $(M,(W)) into M,(g(W)) ’ d m uces an isomorphism between the Ext( . ) 
groups of these algebras. The composition of the map induced by the natural 
inclusion of ,?(C,*(X,)) into M,($(X,)) with the above isomorphism we shall 
denote by SCO,), i.e., s(p,): Ext(S(X,)) + Ext(g(C,*(X,)), and thus 
s@,) o g(J), is just the composition of g(k,)* 0 1* with the isomorphism 
between Ext(yN) and Ext(M,(zN)). We give similar definitions to SW) and 
~(/I,). With these definitions and observations we may rewrite Theorem 4.1 
as: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let all maps and algebras be as defined above. Then 
the following sequence is exact, 
Remark4.3. The fact that p oJ, maps Ext($ onto Exti(X) together 
with Corollary 4.2, which gives a topological characterization of the kernel 
of /3 o J* , yields a completely topological characterization of Ext:(X) that is 
reasonably computable. Indeed, from the results of Section 3, we see that if 
the spectrum of xX, is connected, then PN 0 J,,,* is an isomorphism and thus 
p 0 J, is an isomorphism onto Ext:(X). 
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Remark 4.4. An “unreduced” version of Theorem 4.1 is also true by 
using the long exact sequence of [4, Remark 6.251. Just as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, one proves that S”(k,)* : Ext(S”(M,(~,,,)) + Ext(S”(C;IL(XN)) is 
onto by considering S”(kN)* 0 1: where I,: Sn(MZ(fN)) --) M&Y@‘,,,)) and 
constructing a splitting of this map. However, since Ext( . ) is not necessarily 
periodic when one uses unreduced suspension (see [ 13, Remark 3.21 and 
Example 5.31, the long exact sequence does not decompose into six term 
rectangles. In addition, since l,* is not always an isomorphism for n > 1, one 
can not substitute the algebras of this “unreduced” version of Theorem 4.1 
with topological spaces as was done in Corollary 4.2. On the other hand 1: 
is an isomorphism and thus we obtain a six term exact sequence of the form, 
ker /I, 0 JN* L Ext(X) bd* + Ext(C;(X)) 
t++d0*) -W b ker S(p,) o S(J,), ‘(‘* b Ext(S#)) 
s(D)os(J)~ Ext(S(C,*(X))). 
5. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply the results obtained in the preceeding sections to 
several concrete situations. In particular, we discuss an example first 
presented in [ 131 of an essentially algebraically binormal operator which is 
not essentially binormal, and give an alternative proof of this fact. We then 
use this example to construct another example that shows that the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence does not hold in genera1 for EN,( . ). 
Recall that an operator T in Y(Z) is called essentially algebraically 
binormal [ 14, 151 if every irreducible representation of n(C*(T)) is at most 
two dimensional. Just as in the proof of [ 17, Theorem 3.201, it can be seen 
that given a hypoconvex set X in M,, the group Exti(X)) classifies, up to 
weak compalence, the class of essentially algebraically binormal operators T 
such that R:(T) =X. Indeed, there is a bijective correspondence between the 
set of weak compalence classes [T] of this kind and weak equivalence 
classes [r] in Ext:(X)), determined by the condition tk) = x(T). This 
correspondence xtends the map [T] + [r,] from EN,(X) into Ext(C:(X)) 
discussed at the beginning of Section 2. Thus, if there exists a hypoconvex 
subset X of M, such that Exti(X) is a proper subgroup of Ext C:(X), then 
there also exists an essentially algebraically binormal operator T in Y(Z), 
with R:(T) =X, which is not weakly compalent o any essentially binormal 
operator. In the next example we exhibit such a hypoconvex set. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let 
[ :, 1 _ B(t) ,-Znir = 
-e I 
-nil 3 -l<t<O, 
[ 
e nit 1 _ e2nit = 0 -1 1 ’ o<t< 1. 
Following [ 171, let Range BA denote the smallest hypoconvex subset 
containing Range B. Since B(t) is not unitarily equivalent o B(s) for t # s, it 
follows that 2 is homeomorphic to I-1, 11. Also, zN consists of three points, 
and hence S(X,,,) is homotopic to the wedge of two circles. Furthermore, 
S(x) is homeomorphic to a disc and a(&,) is homeomorphic to a circle. 
Therefore, Ext(X) = 0 = Ext(S(X)), Ext(S(&)) = Z 0 Z and 
Ext(S(aOl,,))) = Z. So, the kernel of the map SCa,) 0 S(J,), : Ext(S(XN)) + 
Ext(S(akx,))) is isomorphic to Z. We deduce, from Remark 4.4 that the 
following sequence is exact: 
0 --t Ext(C,X(X)) + Z + 0. 
On the other hand, since rangep 0 J*) = Ext@) (Theorem 2.3) and 
Ext(X) = 0, we also conclude that Ext@) = 0. A generator for Ext(Cz(X)) 
was constructed in [ 131, and is given by the extension r in E(C,*(X)) deter- 
mined by rCy) = z(T), where T is the essentially 4-normal operator given by 
0 
u+ 
&qF) 
1 
0 
cl/da; - U’) 
;,m + 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 * 
1 1 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let C’ = {A E C ] ]A]= 1, Im(J) > 0) and C2 = 
{A E @ ] ]1] = 1, Im(1) < 0). Furthermore, let Xi = (XU {[i no] 1 A E Ci})^, 
i = 1,2, where X is as in the above example. Then Xi n X2 =X, XL (and 
hence S(xk)) is contractible, and 2’ is homotopic to the wedge of two 
circles. Therefore, Ext(fi) = Ext(S(pi)) = 0, and Ext(?) = Z @ h. From 
Remark 4.4 we see that 0 + Z @ Z + ‘** Ext(C:(Xi))+ 0 is exact, and 
hence EN,@) = Ext(C,*(X,)) = Z 0 Z. Now, let Y = (Xi U X2)-. It readily 
follows that F,,, is homeomorphic to a Mobius band and hence S(fN) is 
homotopic to S2; a(~,2 = S’, and r’ is homotopic to the wedge of three 
circles. Therefore, Ext ( YN) = Z = Ext(ukyN)), Ext(S( p,,,)) = 0 and Ext( 0 = 
Z @ Z @ Z. Thus, kerdB, o J,,,*) = 0 = ker(S&,) o S(J,),), and hence from 
Remark 4.4 we conclude that the following sequence is exact. 
0 -+ Z @ Z 0 Z Od* * Ext(C:(Y)) --) 0. 
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As before this means that EN,(Y) = Ext(C,*(Y)) = Z @ L @ E. If a 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence were valid for EN,( . ), the following sequence 
should be exact: 
EN,(X) -+ EN,(P) @ EN,(P) + EN,(Y). 
Together with the above calculations, this implies the following sequence 
should also be exact. 
This is impossible. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. It is not hard to see that the double suspension S2(M2) is 
*-isomorphic to the C*-subalgebra of C(D) @ M, (here D denotes the unit 
disk), consisting of all those continuous matrix valued functions whose 
restrictions to the boundary of D are scalar continuous functions. Let 
A(A) = [;: ‘-12 ] for i E D. It also follows that ol= C*(A). Therefore, if 
we set 2 = Range(A), then C*(A) N C,*(Z). This example was described in 
[ 131. Now, with the machinery at hand, we can give an alternate description 
of the torsion phenomena discussed in that paper. As noticed in 
[ 13, Section 41, z,,, is homeomorphic to a Mobius band, while Z is 
homeomorphic to a Mobius band with a disk glued to its boundary, that is Z 
is homeomorphic to IRP*. Also, a(xz,) = S1 and S(zN) is homotopic to S*. 
As in example 5.2, we deduce that Ker&, o JN*) = 0 = Ker(SvN) oS(J,),). 
Since Ext(ll?P’) = Z, (cf. [7]) we see from Remark 4.4 that 0 --) Z, --Psr* 
Ext(C,*(Z)) -+ 0 is exact. Hence, EN,(Z) N Ext(C,*(Z)) z Z,. On the other 
hand, g/Z,,, is homeomorphic to S*, and hence C,*(Z,) (see notation 
introduced in Section 2) is *-isomorphic to the unital C*-algebra generated 
by those functions in C(S’) @ M, that vanish at the north pole. From the 
exactness of the sequence C,*(Z,)+ C:(Z)+ C:(Z,) we deduce that 
Ext(S’) -+ Ext(C,*(Z)) --) 0 is exact. This means that a generator for C,*(Z) is 
the image of a generator of Ext(S’)(ziZ). Therefore, a generator for EN,(Z) 
is induced by the operator S = U+ @ [t ‘-AN’ 1, where N is a normal 
operator such that a(N) = D. The significance of this operator S is that while 
S is not weakly compalent o any binormal operator, S 0 S is. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. In some cases, the knowledge of the explicit form of the 
map i;c : KetQN oj,,) + Ext(a is helpful in computing EN,(X). Consider the 
C*-algebra 9 of all continuous 2 by 2 matrix valued functions on the 
annulus (A E C ( 1 < ]A]< 2) whose restrictions to the boundary of the 
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annulus are scalar valued functions. A generator of 9 is given by the 
function 
C(A)= o 
[ 
1 (2- InIN - InI> 1 1 ) 1<1n1<2. 
Let W = ran&&). Then, 9(=C*(C)) z C*(W). It can easily be seen that 
@N is the disjoint union of two MGbius binds B I and B, and a torus T. 
Also, I@ is the disjoint union of T with a Klein bottle A (i.e. two MGbius 
bands identified along their boundaries.). Furthermore, akw,) is the disjoint 
union of two circles and @/& is homotopic to S2 with its north and south 
poles identified. It follows that Ext(qN) = Z @ E 0 (Z 0 Z), Ext(ahw,)) = 
Z@Z, Ext(A)=ZQZ.,, and hence Ext(@)=ZOZ,@(Z@Z). In the 
present case, although we can calculuate all the terms in the six term 
sequence of Remark 4.4, this computation does not yield enough information 
to calculuate Extz(W). From Section 3, we know that the kerp, o JNe) = 
((n,, n2, n3, K,) E Z Q3 H 0 (Z 0 Z) I nL + n3 = 0 = n2 + n,}. Also, notice 
that the canonical inclusion i’: pN-+ W induces a homomorphism & which 
canbewrittenasiT==i;.Oi;,,wherei;:[B,U[B,jAandi2:T~Tarethe 
canonical inclusions. We claim that F**/kervN 0 JNV) is injective. Indeed, 
since i;* is the identity, we see that 0 = &(n,, its, n3, n,) = (i;*(n,, n,), n3, n4) 
implies n3 = n4 = 0. Now, if (n,, n,, n3, n,) E ker((,8, 0 JNe) we deduce that 
n, and n, are also zero and our claim is established. The above observation 
and Theorem 2.3 imply that the following sequence is exact. 
Further, Z 0 Z, g Ext:( W) g EN,(W). 
In order to complete the description of the above example we next 
determine a system of generators for EN,(W). To this end we notice that a 
system of generators for Ext(ahw,V))(=Z 0 Z) is induced by the operators 
Ufand 2U+ @ U”. 
Let 
S,=2V@u+*@ P-IMI) (1 -IW 1 M ’ 
where M is a normal operator whose spectrum is the annulus. Also, let 7, 
and 7* be the extensions in E(C,*(W)) induced by S, and S,. We observe 
that [7,] and [72] are in C,*(W) because they are the images of the above- 
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mentioned generators of Ext(uk,N)). Since Ind(r,k)) = -1, [r,] generates an 
infinite group. Moreover, since Ind(r,k)) = 0, [tZ] cannot be of infinite 
order. Furthermore, we claim [r,] and [t2] generate Exti(W). To prove this, 
we show that Exti(W) coincides with the range of Ext(akw,“)). We recall 
that the sequence Ext(_C,*(_W,)) -+ Ext(C:(W)) -+ Ext(C,*(W,)) is exact, 
where C;(W,,) 2 Ext(W/W,) r Z. Therefore, the element of 
Ext:(W)(rZ @ Z,) of order 2 should go to zero in Ext(C:(W,)). This proves 
our claim. It follows that [r2] + 0, and since it has finite order [r2] is of 
order 2. Finally, we conclude that [S,] and [S,] generate EN,(w), [S,] has 
infinite order and [S,] has order 2. 
We remark that, as in the case of the operator S of Example 5.3 (cf. [ 131, 
Section 4), the fact that S, 0 S, is a compact perturbation of a binormal 
operator, can be proved directly, employing an easy C*-algebraic argument. 
It would be interesting to find a direct operator theoretic proof of the fact 
that neither S nor S, is weakly compalent o a binormal operator. 
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